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Abstract
In dieser Masterarbeit wurde ein zellintegriertes Antifusebauteil in Bezug auf Kosten
mechanisch und elektrisch neu gestaltet und optimiert. Das Bauteil beinhaltet eine
irreversible Überbrückungsfunktion für den Strom von fehlerhaften, in Serie geschalteten Batteriezellen. Durch die Evaluierung der Kosten eines Überladungssicherungsbauteils, welches dem Stand der Technik entspricht, und dem batteriezellintegriertem Antifusekonzept wurden die größten Kostentreiber identifiziert. Basierend
auf diesen Ergebnissen wurde eine Kostenoptimierungsstrategie entwickelt und in
der Neugestaltung des Bauteiles umgesetzt. Das neue Bauteil wurde mechanisch
und elektronisch optimiert und Empfehlungen für die Herstellung in einer Serienproduktion von 1 Millionen Stück pro Jahr wurden gegeben.
Die Kostenabschätzung beinhaltet Material- und Produktionskosten. Es wurde nicht
nur eine qualitative, sondern auch eine quantitative Analyse der Material- und Herstellungskosten durchgeführt, um die Kosten des Überladungssicherungsbauteils
und des Antifusekonzepts zu vergleichen.
Ein kostenoptimiertes Antifusebauteil wurde entwickelt und in einem Prototyp umgesetzt. Es kann festgehalten werden, dass die Funktionalität des neu designten Antifusebauteils gegeben ist und im Vergleich zum gegebenen Antifusekonzept die Material- und Produktionskosten in Serienproduktion signifikant reduziert wurden.
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Abstract
In this master thesis a cost efficient, mechanical and electrical optimized redesign of
a battery cell integrated antifuse device is redeveloped. This device is providing an
irreversible bypassing function for the current of defective series connected battery
cells. By evaluating the cost of a state-of-the-art overcharge protection device (OPD)
solution and the battery cell integrated antifuse concept the major cost drivers were
identified. Based on these findings a cost optimization strategy was developed and
implemented for the redesign of the antifuse. The redesign is mechanically and electrically optimized and manufacturing recommendations were given for a series production of 1 Million pieces per year.
The cost evaluation includes material and production costs. Furthermore, a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the material and manufacturing process costs were
done to compare the cost of the overcharge protection device and the antifuse concept.
A cost efficient antifuse was developed and implemented in a demonstrator. It can
be noted that the functionality of the redesigned antifuse concept is given and in
comparison with the proposed antifuse concept the material and manufacturing
costs in series production were significantly reduced.
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1. Introduction
1.1

Motivation

Nowadays electrical vehicles are becoming increasingly important to reduce environmental pollution, transport dependency on oil - providing that the power for the
electric vehicles is generated from renewable fuels - and noises from combustion
engines [1, p. 1]. Combined with the electrical powertrain strengthening of vehicles
and the rise of other mobile and stationary electrical applications, lithium-ion battery
cells have the potential to be used more frequently in the future [2, p. 1–6].
Due to a high energy density of lithium based battery cells, battery systems based
upon series connections of lithium-ion battery cells are potentially dangerous. Two
threats result from a defective battery cell. First threat is coming from the cell itself.
Excessive temperature rises in the cell can lead to thermal runaways and in turn to
gas leakage, explosion and fire. Thermal runaway is a technical term for a rapid
uncontrolled increase in temperature. In addition, hazards, leading to electrolyte
leakage, are dangerous and should be avoided. [3, p. 22]
Second threat is derived from a weak, unusable or destroyed system [4]. An Example for threats of weak systems would be the loss of energy of series connection of
lithium-ion battery cells. This causes e.g. a loss of quoted range of an electric ambulance, which cannot rescue a victim on time due to range problems of the electric
ambulance.
To improve the safety of battery systems and make them fail-operational, safe protection devices are built into battery cells, modules and in packs. A system is called
fail-operational, when in case of a failure the system fulfills its normal function without limitation of the application [5, p. 1881].
The Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated Systems and Device Technology (Fraunhofer
IISB) in Erlangen developed a new power electronic antifuse device (antifuse) that
can shorten and shut down all cells in case of a severe crash of the vehicle. The
antifuse device can also bypass battery cells in case of a single cell failure to enable
the function of a series connection of lithium-ion battery cells. Otherwise without the
safety element, the battery system would not be able to function in a proper way
anymore, because the current path would be open. This device with its multifunctional cell contact can also be used to sense the cell voltage and to balance the cell.
1
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By evaluating new materials, production methods assuming serial production and a
new design concept the antifuse will be marketable and competitive, which is the
main objective of this master thesis.

1.2

Objective and Path of the Thesis

The aim of this master thesis is to lower the cost of the battery cell integrated antifuse generation 4 concept, which was developed and patented by the Fraunhofer
IISB.
To achieve this objective, a detailed cost evaluation with the determination of a cost
interval of the state-of-the-art overcharge protection device (OPD) solution used by
Samsung SDI was conducted in chapter 4.1 of this thesis, because this is the reference, since it is used in the BMW i3 electric vehicle (e.g., in the BEV4 Samsung SDI
60 Ah prismatic cell). In addition, a detailed cost evaluation with a determination of a
cost interval of the battery cell integrated antifuse generation 4 concept is mandatory
in chapter 4.2. Based on these theoretical and practical considerations and evaluation of the major cost parts a redesign of the antifuse concept has to be developed
with manufacturing considerations and cost reductions with volumes of 1 million (M)
per year. In addition, the mechanical and electrical design has to be optimized. The
redesign of the antifuse has to be realized in a demonstrator with a 1:1 scale to illustrate the new cell integrated antifuse concept.
The second chapter deals with theoretical backgrounds of the antifuse device such
as the fundamental functionality of lithium-ion energy storage cells, OPDs and antifuses. Subsequently, in chapter three, the methodical approach of the cost calculation and the FAST-Diagram - an approach to assign costs to their corresponding
functions - is explained.
After identifying the biggest cost drivers with the FAST-Diagram, the considerations
of the redesign and the redesign process of antifuse generation 5 are stated in
chapter four. The biggest cost drivers are examined and the design and the mechanical and electrical concept, based on a serial production with the production
volume of 1 M pieces, is improved.
Chapter five sums up central statements and limitations of the master thesis. Furthermore, this chapter presents an outlook of the market opportunities and is pointing out the need for future research on different topics.
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2. Theoretical Background
In this chapter it is decribed how the developement of lithium-ion battery cells take
place over the time. Moreover the state of the art bypass concept for battery cells
and the bypass concept antifuse is depicted and described in detail.

2.1

Lithium-Ion Battery Cells

Since the late 1980s rechargeable lithium cells have started to come on the market
and enhanced during the years. Lithium cells offer great energy density and have
low production costs in serial production in comparison with other rechargeable batteries. [1, p. 50]
Battery cells, like lithium-ion battery cells, can be separated into primary and secondary cells. Secondary cells are contrary to primary cells rechargeable [3, p. 5]. In
the 1970s the idea of using materials that undergo insertion reactions as the electrochemically active component at the positive electrode started to be explored. This
was giving birth to rechargeable batteries. [6, p. 45]
Most of the battery cells consist of two electrodes, which are surrounded by an electrolyte. On the surface of the electrodes is an active material, which is necessary for
the charge and discharge process and act as a chemical storage [7, p. 10]. To avoid
the contact of the electrodes a separator, most of the times a ceramic plated membrane, is placed between the electrodes [8]. During the discharging process the active material is oxidizing on the negative electrode leading to the release of electrons. Through a reduction process of the active material the positive electrode is
absorbing the same amount of electrons, which is emitted in the oxidation process.
An electric circuit results through the ion current and the electron current travelling to
an outside electric current [1, p. 51; 3, p. 6].
Vice versa chemical reactions take place during the charge process of an energy
storage cell. The active material of the negative electrode is going to be reduced
and is absorbing electrons during the charge process. The active material of the
positive electrode is oxidizing in this charging process and this is the reason for the
release of electrons. The current direction reverses in the recharge process. The
terms anode and cathode are defined in electrochemistry as follows: At the cathode
the reaction is taking place. Anode and cathode are independently defined, whether
a charge or discharge process is taking place. [3, p. 7]
3
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In Table 1 are the nominal properties of lithium ion batteries from the year 2012 displayed. Regarding to a continuous development of lithium batteries they are not
state of the art anymore and could only be used for approximate estimations.
Table 1: Nominal properties of lithium ion batteries in 2012 [1, p. 52].

Specific Energy

90-250 Wh/kg

Energy Density

250-620 Wh/l

Specific Power

300-1500 W/kg

Nominal Cell voltage

3.6-3.7 V

Internal Resistance

2-50 mOhm

Number of Life Cycles
Recharge Time

>1000
2-3 h, but can be charged to 80% of their capacity in
under 1 h

In this thesis energy storage cells are considered as energy sources, therefore anodes are negative and cathodes are positive labeled.
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2.2

State-of-the-Art Bypass Devices

Nearly all state-of-the-art electric road cars and trucks are using lithium-ion battery
cells. They all have in common certain protection devices like current interruption
devices (CID) [9, p. 187] or OPDs, which disconnect or respectively short the battery
cells.
The BEV4 60 Ah prismatic battery cell from Samsung SDI, shown in Figure 1 and
Figure 2, contains a state-of-the-art pressure sensitive membrane - a safety device
[10; 11]. This device bridges the cell current in case of an internal overpressure. An
internal overpressure would be caused by the release of gas, which could lead to
dangerous fire or explosion. The electrolysis of the electrolyte in case of an excessive charging of the cell or other cell faults could be the reason for gas development.
[9, p. 187]
The positive battery cell terminal (26) in Figure 1 and in Figure 2 is electrically connected to the cell case (12), whereas the negative cell terminal (24) is isolated from
the cell case. When the pressure is increasing to a recent level in the cell interior
(14), the safety membrane (30) in the safety device (28) flips out of the battery cell
and touches the contact link (22), shown in Figure 2. After the tripping of the safety
membrane there is a direct current path among the positive and negative terminal.
Furthermore, the electrode assembly (16) gets disconnected, because the cellinternal fuse (18) trips and assumes its tripped status (42). Now there is a lower resistance between the connection of the safety membrane in the tripped state (36)
and the contact link in comparison with the chemically active part of the electrode
assembly. This is why the main battery system current (38) now flows through the
cell housing. [10]
A short-circuit current is flowing out of the electrode assembly through the cell housing to the safety membrane, which can be destroyed by that current. This is prevented due to the fact that the cell-internal fuse is in a tripped status. Thereby the
short-circuit current is interrupted before it causes destruction of the safety membrane. [10; 11]

5
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Figure 1 : 60 Ah prismatic lithium-ion battery cell with an integrated and not activated pressure
device [10].

Figure 2: 60 Ah prismatic lithium-ion battery cell with an integrated pressure device, which is
activated because of high internal pressure [10].

The integrated overpressure device provides an efficient solution to bypass a battery
cell in case of a gas related overpressure in the cell interior by pressing the safety
membrane to the contact link. But not all pressure devices are activated simultaneously, which can result in high current application or small subset of series connection of lithium-ion battery cells with non-activated safety devices, leading to overcurrent over-charge conditions that can cause thermal runaways and in turn to fire
or electrical explosions [12, p. 7; 13, p. 26]. Shutting down or disabling all cells in a
battery system during a severe vehicle crash, which would prevent electrical shocks
for the rescue team, would be very challenging to guaranty with this principle. Regarding to that problem there are several studies how firefighters and other rescue
teams can cope with crashed electrical vehicles [14; 15]. The antifuse technology,
described in chapter 2.3 is a technical solution addressing this problem.

6
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2.3

Antifuse Device

The proposed antifuse generation 4 concept was developed and designed by the
Fraunhofer IISB. The concept is an integration of an antifuse in each battery cell,
which can be triggered electrically anytime by the battery management system. With
this concept single battery cells can be bypassed in case of an internal cell fault or
all battery cells of the systems can be shut down in case of an accident.
The proposed concept includes a primary and a secondary function. The primary
function is the antifuse function, in which tin is melt to solder two electrodes. The
secondary function is enabling the intentional triggered tin melting process. A reactive material is generating a short local exothermal reaction, after been triggered by
an electric current.
In Figure 3 the exploded view of the assembly of the antifuse generation 4 without
the ignition pin to ignite the reactive foil (4) is shown. The assembly of the antifuse
contains of two screws (1), one aluminum busbar top (2), several solder layers (3, 5
and 8), one aluminum busbar middle (6), one isolation layer (7) and one aluminum
busbar bottom (9). The ignition pin would be assembled into the hole of the aluminum busbar on top to ignite the foil when it is necessary.

7
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Screw (1)
Aluminum Busbar Top (2)
Solder Layer (3)
Reactive Foil (4)

cvcv
Solder Layer (5)

Aluminum Busbar Middle (6)

Isolation Layer (7)

Aluminum Busbar Bottom (9)
Solder Layers (8)

Figure 3: Antifuse generation 4 - exploded view of antifuse without ignition pin.

In Figure 4 the assembly of an antifuse without the ignition pin on a negative battery
cell terminal is shown. The aluminum busbar bottom (9) is electrically connected to
the cell housing. Whereas the negative cell terminal isolation (10) and the isolation
layer (7) insulate the busbar bottom from the negative cell terminal (11). However, it
is clear from Figure 4 that the busbar middle (6) and busbar top (2) are electrically
connected to the negative cell terminal.
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A

A‘

Negative Cell

Negative Cell

Terminal (11)

Terminal Isolation (10)

Figure 4: Antifuse generation 4 - assembled antifuse without ignition pin on a negative battery
cell terminal. The cross-section AA’ is shown in Figure 5.

The aluminum busbars have to be treated, e.g. with a nickel layer, to be able to be
soldered with tin. To guarantee the galvanic isolation of busbar middle (6) and busbar bottom (9) an isolation layer (7) made out of a not conductive material is needed. Regarding to the required electrical isolation the thickness of the isolation layer
can be adjusted. The reactive foil consists of thousands of nanoscale layers
(i.e. layer thickness < 50 nm) of aluminum or nickel. When initiated with an electric
pulse, the foil creates a self-sustaining reaction that acts as a local heat source to
join the busbars. [16, p. 1]
The isolation air gap is important for the electrical isolation of the busbars. The design of the holes, where the ignition pin is assembled, in the busbar was arranged
between the holes of the busbar middle and busbar top. A strong counter pressure
will not lead to a breakthrough of the ignition pin to the busbar bottom or a perforation of the reactive foil.
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In Figure 5 the cross-section AA’ from Figure 4 is shown without the battery cell terminal. When the reactive foil (4) is triggered by the ignition pin, the solder layers
(3, 5 and 8) are going to fuse and thereby the busbar top (2) gets galvanically connected to the busbar middle (6) and the busbar bottom (9). After the triggered fuse
the positive cell terminal is connected with the negative cell terminal via the battery
cell housing. A short-circuit current and the main battery system current is now flowing though the housing and the electrode assembly is disconnected from the previous and following battery cells of the series connection.

(2)

Isolation Air Gap (12)

(3,5,8)

(4)

(6)

(7)
(9)

Figure 5: Antifuse generation 4 - cross-section AA’ of the assembly of an antifuse without ignition pin and battery cell terminal.
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3. Methodical Approach
In the following chapter 3.1 the cost calculation approach is described, which is used
in chapter 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 to calculate the costs of the OPD and the antifuse. The
FAST-diagram with the cost breakdown analysis, which is applied in chapter 4.3.1,
is depicted in chapter 3.2.

3.1

Cost Calculation

In general there are two approaches to estimate costs of a unit: top-down and bottom-up. The combination of both is passed for a third approach. The top-down approach is based on a simplified calculation: Divide the overall expenses by the number of final functional products to derivate the cost of units. Typically aggregate data
is used to estimate the unit costs with a top-down approach. The bottom-up approach provides a greater level of granularity and identifies all of the resources that
are used to provide the function. [17, p. 50–51]
The top-down approach can be easily applied, because budgetary data is most of
the time given or can be estimated. This approach is simple and needs a low
amount of efforts to be done. A top-down approach does not identify the cost causes
and therefore sometimes masks the indepth factors that determine why unit costs
vary. [18]
Machine hour rate is the cost of running a machine per hour. The machine hour rate
calculation is used in those industries where machinery is predominant and little or
almost no manual labor exists. The various machine hour rates have to be calculated according to the type, production method, size and capacity of the used machine[19, p. 1–2]. Subsequently the cost calculation is done with a top-down approach and a machine hour rate based calculation.
In this master thesis, the acquisition of information for the cost calculations takes
place most of the time with secondary data, like literature and obtainable information
from the internet. Nevertheless primary research data and information, gathered by
interviews with experts from Fraunhofer Institutes and other companies, was also
included in the cost calculations. In the course of the qualitative approach materials
and production methods were iteratively identified with the experience of the author,
research in the literature and in expert reviews. In case of uncertainties, analogies
were identified or estimations were made based on expert experiences. [20, p. 15]
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Based on the results from the qualitative analysis of material and production costs
also a quantitative analysis of the costs was conducted. Due to a lack of cost information a top-down cost estimation approach was chosen. The material costs are
calculated with an overhead calculation, whereas the production calculation is based
on a machine hour rate approach supplemented by additional information about
wage costs. To achieve a realistic cost calculation not one definite price is calculated, but a cost range, is computed.
In Table 2 the invariant factors of the machine hour cost calculation are selected [21,
p. 60] and defined listed below. Yearly maintenance costs, shown in Table 2, are
defined as 10% per year of the machine costs [22, p. 32]. The Energy cost rate is
put to 300 € / m² of machine area per year regarding to internal expert interviews.
The computation of costs calculates with two imputed interest rates, 2% and 5%,
which cover the movements on financial markets [23, p. 1]. The engineer and technician costs per hour are defined as 100 € / h and as 50 € / h given by internal expert statements.
Table 2: Invariant production cost calculation factors.

Cost Calculation Factor

Value

Abbreviation

10 years

l

10% per year

mcr

300 € / m² per year

ecr

Imputed Interest Rate 1

2%

i1

Imputed Interest Rate 2

5%

i2

100 € / h

e

Machine to Engineer Rate

25 to 1

E

Technician Costs

50 € / h

t

Machine to technician rate

15 to 1

T

Production Days per Year

365 days

DY

24 h

D

Operating Life
Maintenance Cost Rate
Energy Cost Rate

Engineer Costs

Daily Working Time
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The requirement rates of engineers or technicians for machines are declared as
machine to engineer rate and machine to technician rate. These rates imply how
many machines could be controlled and maintained by engineers and technicians at
once. The chosen machine to engineer and machine to technician rates are estimated. Based on a three-shift operation of 8 hours a daily working time of 24 hours
and 365 production days per year are defined.
In Table 3 the variant factors of the machine hour cost calculation are defined. Process time, machine area and machine costs are estimated based on available information in the literature and on expert interviews. The cost center “machine cost”
includes replacement value of the machine and tool costs. In this calculation economies of scale are not part of the calculation and full utilization of the machines is
assumed.
Table 3: Variant production cost calculation factors.

Calculation Base

Unit

Abbreviation

Process Time

m

pt

Machine Area

square meter

ma

Machine Costs

€

mc

Maintenance Costs per Year

€ / year

mcy

Energy Costs per Year

€ / year

ecy

Net Present Value

€

npv

Machine Cost Rate

€ / min

mcr

Production Wage Rate

€ / min

pwc

Production Costs

€ / unit

pc

In equation 1-6 the calculation steps of production costs are shown. The yearly
maintenance costs are a percentage of the machine costs (Eq. 1), whereas the energy costs per year is a product of the machine area and an energy cost rate
(Eq. 2).
𝑚𝑐𝑦 = 𝑚𝑐 ∗ 𝑚𝑐𝑟

(Eq. 1)
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𝑒𝑐𝑦 = 𝑚𝑎 ∗ 𝑒𝑐𝑟

(Eq. 2)

Eq. 3 describes the net present value. Net present value is used in capital budgeting
that accounts for the time value of money. Money in the future is less worth than
money in the present, because with money in the present profitable investments are
possible. It is a discounted cash flow calculation that reflects the potential change in
wealth of an investment, by discounting projected cash flows back to the present,
using imputed interest rates. [24, p. 143–144; 25, p. 19–23]
1
1
𝑛𝑝𝑣 = 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 ( −
)
𝑖
𝑖 (1 + 𝑖)𝑙

(Eq. 3)

The machine cost (Eq. 4) sums up the machine costs and the time value of future
maintenance and energy costs of operating life and divide these with the number of
minutes during the machine operating life. Eq. 5 is a simplified labor-based wage
cost calculation. The line of reasoning for the machine to man rates was that engineers and technicians could supervise and operate many machines at ones. Thus in
Eq. 5 the average man costs per minute are calculated. The total of machine cost
and production wage rate is multiplied in Eq. 6 to calculate the production costs of a
unit.
𝑚𝑐 + 𝑛𝑝𝑣 𝑜𝑓 ∑𝑡0(𝑚𝑐𝑦 + 𝑒𝑐𝑦)
𝑜 ∗ 𝐷𝑌 ∗ 𝐷 ∗ 60
1
1
𝑚𝑐 + (𝑚𝑐𝑦 + 𝑒𝑐𝑦) ( −
)
𝑖
𝑖 (1 + 𝑖)𝑙
=
𝑜 ∗ 𝐷𝑌 ∗ 𝐷 ∗ 60

𝑚𝑐𝑟 =

(Eq. 4)

𝑒 𝑡
( + )
𝐸
𝑇
𝑝𝑤𝑟 =
60

(Eq. 5)

𝑝𝑐 = (𝑚𝑐𝑟 + 𝑝𝑤𝑟) ∗ 𝑝𝑡

(Eq. 6)

Depending on the available information, the material costs are calculated either by
multiplying the weight with a cost range of the average costs per weight or the number of pieces with the average piece costs range (Eq. 7). The cost ranges are related to different offer prices or minimal and maximal material share prices of the year
2016. The variant calculation factors of Eq. 7 are outlined in Table 4. Due to the fact
that the material costs are calculated with a labor-based approach the material costs
are charged with an overhead, whereas the labor overhead is already included in
the engineer and technician costs. Therefore, no labor overhead in the production
14
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cost calculation is needed. Engineers and technicians are not directly working in the
manufacturing process of high-tech products, because high-tech products are
manufactured typically with little or no direct labor. Contrary high-tech products are
manufactured on capital-intensive machines requiring extensive engineering support
and frequent skilled maintenance. [26, p. 121]
Table 4: Material cost variant calculation factors.

Calculation Base

Unit

Abbreviation

kg

w

Costs per Weight

€ / kg

cpw

Number of Parts

pt

np

Costs per Part

€ / pt

mcy

Material Costs

€

mc

Overhead costs rate

%

ocr

Defect Rate

%

dr

Weight

𝑚𝑐 = 𝑤 ∗ 𝑐𝑝𝑤 ∗ (1 + 𝑜𝑐𝑟) ∗ (1 + 𝑑𝑟)

(Eq. 7)

= 𝑛𝑝 ∗ 𝑐𝑝𝑝 ∗ (1 + 𝑜𝑐𝑟) ∗ (1 + 𝑑𝑟)

For calculation of the material costs an overhead calculation is useful. An overhead
calculation, shown in Eq. 7, covers all material handling costs like purchasing costs
(packaging costs), storage costs and inspection costs. The material overhead has a
wide range of values (5-40%), which vary by company and the stage of development (pre-serial development or production). In this calculation the overhead was
defined as 5-10% of the material costs given by Fraunhofer IISB expert statements
[27, p. 105]. Due to long or wrong storage conditions, robbery or production process
failures purchased products gets obsolete, absent or useless. That is why compensation material has to be ordered in addition to the needed material quantity and has
to be included in the calculation. It is expected regarding to external experts, that
0.5% of the purchased material (defect rate = 0.5% of material) is going to be obsolete, absent or useless.
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3.2

FAST-Diagram with Cost Breakdown Analysis

The technique FAST-Diagram (Function Analysis System Technique) was developed in 1965 by Charles W. Bytheway. It is a method to develop a graphical representation showing the logical relationship between the functions of a process, a
product or a service based on the question “How”, reading the Diagram from left to
right, and “Why”, reading the diagram from right to left. [28]
By creating the FAST-Diagram, thinking about challenges and solutions becomes
objective and focused. It is also easier to identify the scope of the project by showing the logical relationship between the function of a process, a product or a service.
With the FAST-Diagram it is easier to verify if, and illustrate how, a solution achieves
the needs of the customer. In addition, potential identifications of unnecessary, duplicated or missing functions are possible. Exemplary an ordinary FAST-Diagram of
a pencil is shown in Figure 6. Every function is described through an active verb
followed by a measurable noun. [29; 30]
“How“
creates markings

“Why“
contrasts colors

deposits color pigments

Figure 6: Simplified FAST-Diagram of a pencil.

The defined functions of the FAST-Diagram will be assigned to the product units and
their related costs in a function cost-break-down analysis [31, p. 6]. The total costs
of each unit will be assigned to the specific functions. With an estimated percentage
classification the share of each unit to a function is determined. The function percentage classifications are estimated by internal experts from the Fraunhofer IISB.
The unit costs are calculated in chapter 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 with the calculation method
described in chapter 3.1. In Table 5 an exemplary cost function diagram is shown.
With a function cost-break-down, shown in Table 5, analysis it is possible to find out
the costs of each function and therefore the cost driving functions (function B in Table 5) of the considered product. In chapter 4.3.1 are the cost drivers of the antifuse
solution with the help of a FAST-Diagram with a cost breakdown analysis identified
and analyzed and a detailed cost reduction strategy for the antifuse redesign is proposed.
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Table 5: Exemplary monetary unit cost function diagram

Unit 1

Unit 2

Total

Functions
100% 100 MU 100% 200 MU

100%

300 MU

15,00%

45 MU

Function A

5%

5 MU

20%

40 MU

Function B

40%

40 MU

50%

100 MU 46.67% 140 MU

Function C

55%

55 MU

30%

60 MU
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4. Bypass Solution Concept
The OPD, described in chapter 2.2, is analyzed in chapter 4.1 with the focus on material selection and production methods. In 4.2 the bypass solution (antifuse generation 4), developed by the Fraunhofer IISB, is analyzed with the same focus. In chapter 4.3 a cost optimization strategy is developed and the antifuse generation 5 is
designed.

4.1
4.1.1

Overcharge-Protection-Device
Material Considerations

The material of the round safety membrane consisting of 99.5% aluminum, shown in
Figure 7, and the insert component, shown in Figure 8, are examined through an
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX).
Safety Membran

Figure 7: OPD - safety membrane - top view.

Figure 8: OPD - insert molded component - top view.

The plastic material (Figure 8) was estimated as ABS (Acrylnitril-Butadien-StyrolCopolymer), because of its toughness and due to the fact that ABS is one of the
most commonly used cost efficient materials in injection molding.
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4.1.2

Production Considerations

The production steps from Table 6 are figured out and are subsequent described
precisely.
Table 6: OPD - production steps

Production Steps

Reference

Stamping of milled aluminum of the insert molded component

Cut edge

Washing process of aluminum of the insert molded component

Derived finding

Cup backward extrusion with closed die

External expert

Milling

External expert

Injection molding with back injection of plastic and rubber to get
an aluminum-rubber-plastic connection

Estimation

Punching of milled aluminum of the top plate cell housing

Die

Stamping of milled aluminum of the top plate cell housing

Cut edge

Washing process of aluminum of the top plate cell housing

Derived finding

Laser welding

Welding seam

In Figure 9 and Figure 10 the cut edge of the aluminum parts are divided into a
rough and a smooth area. Due to this indication punching is chosen as the most
likely production process to shape the aluminum parts. The smooth area is the cut
area, whereas the rough area is the fracture zone regarding to the punching process. During the punching process a high viscously oil is used to minimize the abrasion between the material and the tool. The oil has to be purged after the punching
process in a washing process.

Cut Edge

Figure 9: OPD - top plate of cell housing - bottom close-up view.
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Cut Edge

Figure 10: OPD - insert molded component - top close-up view.

It is estimated, that the area aluminum inlay part, shown in Figure 11, was extruded
after the punching process with a cup backward extrusion with a closed die. In several expert interviews there was no unanimous opinion, if the sharp edge could be
the result of the extrusion or is manufactured later in a milling process. It could be
possible that a smooth defined stage with sharp edges is needed to ensure a complete contact of the safety membrane with an equal high stage.

Sharp Edge,
Smooth Stage

Figure 11: OPD - insert molded component - bottom close-up view.

It is expected, that the ABS parts, shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12, are injection
molded with back injection to get an aluminum-rubber-plastic connection with an
adhesive bond.
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Figure 12: OPD - insert molded components with insert molded inlay part - top view.

The dies at the top plate of the cell housing, which are used to adjust the insertmolded component, are fabricated by stamps in a stamping process. In Figure 13 a
welding seam is shown and therefore a welding process to weld the pressure membrane to the cell housing is estimated.

Welding Seam
Die

Figure 13: OPD - top plate of cell housing - top close-up view.
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4.1.3

Cost Analysis

The quantitative costing analysis (Table 7) of the Samsung OPD demonstrates the
possible material and production cost ranges. Between eight and fifteen euro
cents (EUR) are the anticipated material and production costs of the OPD solution.
Exemplarily the production cost calculation is shown in Table 8 based on the qualitative cost analysis and further information from internal and external experts.
Table 7: OPD - cost analysis

Samsung OPD
Material costs per part

1.894 - 8.291 Cent (EUR)

Production costs per part

5.252 - 6.043 Cent (EUR)

Total cost rate related to the material costs
Material and production costs

1.73 - 3.77
7.146 - 14.334 Cent (EUR)

In Table 8 the machine areas are estimated regarding to standard production machines identified above in Table 6. With the individual input of process time, needed
machine area and a machine cost range the machine costs per minute and the labor
costs per minute are calculated - detailed described in chapter 3.1 with the constant
production factors from Table 2.
The machine cost range for the stamping process is calculated by taking the average machine costs from an online market place [32] and information from external
experts. The machine cost range for the washing process is estimated with information from external experts. External experts and experts from the FriedrichAlexander University Erlangen-Nuremberg are estimating 400 000 - 500 000 € for a
suitable servo press to do a backward extrusion.
The machine cost range for the milling process is calculated by taking the average
machine costs from online market places [33–36]. A hydraulic injection molding machine cost range is calculated with information from external experts. It is estimated,
that the stamping and the punching process could be performed on the same machine and therefore the same machine costs are considered. The industry laser with
the appended robot arm cost range and the welding time is estimated by consulting
external experts. All the process times are estimated regarding to the component
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shape, the related cycle times of the production process and the output quantity of
one process cycle. The washing process time is regarding to external consultants
tree times higher than the actual stamping process and thereby dependent from the
stamping process time.
The production cost range of the process steps is divided in the machine cost range
and the production labor costs. The production labor costs are calculated with the
wage hour rates and the estimated process times. On the other hand the machine
cost ranges are calculated with the respective machine cost rate ranges and the
estimated process time. The machine cost rate ranges are including the machine
cost ranges and the relevant net present values of the maintenance and energy
costs of the production machines during the operating life.
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Table 8: Production cost calculation - OPD
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4.2

Antifuse Generation 4

In the following chapters the antifuse generation 4, developed by the Fraunhofer
IISB, is analyzed with focus on material and production costs.

4.2.1

Material Considerations

Regarding to costs concerns 99.5% aluminum was chosen as the material for busbar bottom, busbar middle and busbar top, shown in Figure 14. Busbar top has got
two slotted holes to compensate a spring force, which is needed for the solder process. The idea behind the slotted holes is a shift of the pressure point from the
screw points to the beginnings and endings of the slotted holes. The isolation layer
and the isolation distance sleeves (Figure 15) are made out of Polytetrafluorethylen
(PTFE). PTFE was selected due to its maximal temperature resistance of 300 °C
and its ability not to burn. The maximal temperature resistance of the isolation
avoids a large vaporization of the isolation during the heat reaction process. Large
isolation vaporization would cause a gas formation, which impedes the solder process. Moreover PTFE has got a low creep modulus, e.g. no 0.5% creep modulus
after 1000 h, and therefore creeps very slowly under the pressure of busbar middle
[37, p. 1].

Figure 14: Antifuse generation 4 - complete assembly without the ignition pin.
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Figure 15: Antifuse generation 4 - isolation layer with isolation distance sleeves.

For the fixation of busbar middle and busbar top two countersunk screws (DIN 965)
made out of stainless steel A2 (AISI 304), shown in Figure 16, are selected. The
screw fixation solution is cost Ineffective. It was chosen for the first antifuse draft to
enable a dismantling of the antifuse for analysis and further pre-tests. Screws out of
plastic are not needed, because busbar middle and busbar top do not have to be
isolated from each other, and therefore would raise the cost without reasons.

Figure 16: Antifuse generation 4 - DIN 965 (ISO 14581) countersunk screws.

All aluminum parts have to be nickel-plated to prevent oxidation and enable coating
of aluminum with solder. Nickel can be electroplated all over the aluminum parts
with an minimal thickness of 25 µm [38, p. 1]. With the surface of the parts and the
minimal thickness of the coat layer the nickel volume and the related material price
is calculated. The solder is not coated all over the aluminum parts, but can be calculated the same way like nickel. Only certain areas, shown in Figure 17, Figure 18
and Figure 19, are covered with solder and hence have to be included into the calculation. In Figure 19 the black-rimmed circles necessarily have to be covered with
solder, but due to the production method the whole area (black rectangle) have to
be coated.
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Figure 17: Antifuse generation 4 - busbar top - bottom view.

Figure 18: Antifuse generation 4 - busbar middle - top view.

Figure 19: Antifuse generation 4 - busbar down - top close-up view.

The reactive foil, shown in Figure 20, consists of thousands of nanoscale layers of
two materials, which react exothermally when initiated with an electric pulse. The
layers create a self-sustaining reaction that reacts as a local heat source to solder
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busbar bottom, middle and top together. Aluminum and nickel as reactive materials
are nowadays state-of-the art for reactive foils. [16, p. 1]
The aluminum/nickel foils could be covered by a tin layer to improve the solder process and ensure enough solder material is flowing during the melting process. That
is why a tin covered reactive foil is used for the antifuse. According to the top down
approach the volume of aluminum, nickel and tin layers is calculated with volume,
density and price per kilo of the materials due to manufacturing information [39,
p. 1]. An 80 µm thick reactive foil (each 0.35 µm layers of nickel and aluminum and
each a 5 µm tin layer on top and down under the foil) is used for the antifuse.

Figure 20: Antifuse generation 4 - reactive foil.

In Figure 21 and Figure 22 the gold-plated ignition pin is displayed. The pin is goldplated to prevent oxidation of brass and to raise the hardness of the pin. The nucleus of the ignition pin is brass due to cost concerns. Furthermore, the pin is spring
loaded to offset distances in altitude. That way the pin does not puncture through
the reactive foil and the isolation and destroys them. The ignition pin is a pin from
the company Ingun Prüfmittelbau GmbH and distributed under the sales number
GKS-967_215_130_XX01 [40, p. 181].

Figure 21: Antifuse generation 4 - ignition pin - bottom view.
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Figure 22: Antifuse generation 4 - ignition pin - side view.

4.2.2

Production Considerations

The following 12 production steps from Table 9 are figured out and following describes in detail. To improve the comparability of the cost calculations same production methods for similar parts are estimated and labeled same estimation (s. e.).
Table 9: Antifuse generation 4 - production steps

Production Steps

Reference

Stamping of milled aluminum busbars

s. e.

Washing process of aluminum busbars

s. e.

Laser cutting

Cut width

Aluminum high pressure die casting / laser welding of pins /
drop forging

Estimation

Nickel electroplating

State of the art

Solder mask coating

State of the art

Tin reflow soldering

State of the art

Magnetron sputtering

State of the art

Extraction of the layer compound and the target in an etching
bath

Derived finding

Cutting of isolation layer and reactive foil

Estimation

Cutting of a screw thread

Estimation

Laser welding

s. e.
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Busbar top and busbar middle are stamped into the right shape. The slotted holes of
busbar top (Figure 23) are laser cut, because the minimal web width can only be as
short as the material thickness, whereas the minimal web width for laser cutting is
half of the material thickness [41, p. 135]. The production of busbar bottom (Figure
24) could be done in different ways. The four pins of busbar bottom (Figure 19)
could be milled from solid aluminum, but this takes very long and a lot of material
gets wasted. Promising production methods are: Laser welding of the pins on busbar bottom, aluminum high pressure die casting or aluminum drop forging. All three
possible production methods are calculated and drop forging is the economical decision, because of a low processng time and acceptable machine and tooling costs.
The concerns against laser welding of the pins on the busbar bottom are inaccuracies in the positioning of the pins and long laser times due to complex laser paths
because of minimal space between the pins.

Figure 23: Antifuse generation 4 - busbar top - top view.

Figure 24: Antifuse generation 4 - busbar bottom - top view.

In electroplating, nickel is deposited from a nickel bath onto the busbars using an
electrical current. With solder mask coating of the busbars certain areas can be soldered precisely with tin. The certain areas are described in the section material con30
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siderations of the antifuse solution. Onto the busbars tin is soldered in a conventional soldering oven. Solutions with rolled tin foils on the busbars are too expensive
and prone to error.
The possible manufacturing methods of reactive foils are described in chapter 4.2.3.
Magnetron sputtering is state-of-the art and used for the production costs of the antifuse calculation. Because of a required high precision of the reactive foil and the
isolation layer they are cut out by a laser cutter.
The screw threads have to be thrilled in busbar top and middle thereby the screws
can lock the two busbars. Countersinking at the top of busbar top is possible, but not
mandatory for the operating mode of the antifuse.
In Figure 25 the assembly of an antifuse without the ignition pin on a negative battery cell terminal is shown. The aluminum busbar bottom is electrically connected to
the cell housing by two fillet welds. Whereas the busbar middle is laser welded to
the negative cell terminal. The ignition pin is welded in the hole of busbar top.

(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((

(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
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Figure 25: Antifuse generation 4 - assembled antifuse without ignition pin on a negative battery
cell terminal. The welding seams are red marked.
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4.2.3

Reactive Foil Considerations

A reactive foil, also called reactive multilayer system (RMS), consists of thousands
of thin layers of two different reactive materials, which create a self-sustaining reaction, when ignited with an energy pulse. Self-propagating reactions have been reported in Ti/B, Ni/Si, Zr/Si, Rh/Si, Ni/Al, Monel (7Ni:3Cu)/Al, Ti/Al, Pd/Al, Pt/Al, and
in CuOx/Al multilayer materials. The driving force for self-propagating formation reactions is the reduction in chemical bond energy [42, p. 4]. By designing the RMS, it
is possible to influence the released amounts of heat, the propagation velocity of the
reaction and the peak temperature [43, p. 6].
Single homogeneous layers can be built up with the physical vapour deposition process (PVD) magnetron sputtering. The vacuum chamber of the PVD method is filled
with an inert gas, e.g. argon. By applying a high voltage and a magnetic field, a glow
discharge is created, resulting in acceleration of ions to the target surface and a
plasma coating. The argon ions will eject sputtering materials from the target surface, resulting in a sputtered coating layer on the substrate. Thus a large number of
alternating layers can be deposit. Disadvantages of the process are high investment
costs and relatively low deposition rates. In Figure 26 two typical methods for the
PVD deposition of RMS are shown.
Sputter Source
Vacuum Chamber

Sputter Source
Vacuum Chamber

Shutter
Rotating

Rotating

Substrate Carrier

Substrate Carrier

Figure 26: Schematic representation of two PVD methods for deposition of RMS [44, p. 38].

In the first method both sputter sources are oriented against the rotating substrate
carrier. For every layer one target with one material will be switched on and the other target with another material will be covered by a shutter. In the second method
the substrate carrier is rotating between the sputter sources. Through the carrier the
target will be covered from the coating of the other target. However, there is a serious problem with these two methods. Not only the substrate, also the chamber get
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coated with the sputtering material. Therefore it is hazardous to clean the chamber
from RMS. Hence a special form of the first method is useful. The two targets are at
different chambers and the substrate is changing between the two chambers after a
layer is deposited. [44, p. 38–39]
Due to the low deposition rate and the high machine costs the use of other production processes are researched. The most researched one is the cold rolling (CR)
shown in Figure 27. The process costs are lower than magnetron sputtering, because capital-intensive machines are not necessary.

Pile Up

Cut

Roll

Stack and Roll

Cold Rolling

Multilayer Foils

Figure 27: Schematic representation of the cold rolling process [42, p. 19].

The single layers will be piled up, rolled and cold rolled. The resulting multilayers
system will be cut, stacked and cold rolled again to receive a multilayer system with
thin layers. The process is comparable to the production process of Damascus
steel. [38, p. 19]
Due to different elastic modules of materials, it is difficult to deposit uniform and thin
layers with CR. Furthermore e.g. aluminum has to be pretreated to avoid oxidization.
Due to thicker and no consistent layers, the propagation speed is slower than the
speed of magnetron sputtered foils [42, p. 65] [45, p. 25]. The influence on the cold
rolling process, resulting from different thick layers, has to be examined further to
create a stable process. [46, p. 3–5] [47, p. 104–107]
Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) methods are not suitable to produce RMS regarding to Fraunhofer IWS experts. For example in the electron beam evaporation
process the number of free electrons will ignite the RMS. In the thermal evaporation
process, which is also a CVD process, excessive heating is needed. For instance,
the melting point of nickel is 1.455 °C. The infrared radiation from the melting pot will
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warm up the growing foil. The temperature of the foil should be under 100 °C regarding do Fraunhofer experts, because otherwise the single layers will diffuse into
each other and result in inert and passive layers. The effect gets even worse with
multiple layers, because every layer has got a thermal resistance, and results in a
temperature gradient between the last layer and the cooled back plate. Experimental
results from the Fraunhofer IWS showed that layers are porous with thermic steaming, especially the aluminum layers, which downgrades the propagation speed after
an ignition.
Electro chemical deposition (ECD) could be an alternative process to magnetron
sputtering and CR. Two principal methods are imaginable: Two-bath technique and
one-bath technique. In the two-bath technique the different materials would be electrochemical deposited in two different baths. Before the exchange of the substrates
they have to be cleaned to avoid pollution of the different electrolytes. This cleaning
process is time consuming and expensive due to the high number of layers. In the
one-bath technique the washing process is eliminated. The two different materials
are part of the electrolyte, whereas the electrochemical higher scaled material is
less present in comparison to the electrochemical lower scaled material. For currents with high energy densities the electrochemical lower scaled material will be
deposited, whereas for low energy densities the electrochemical higher scaled material will be deposited. With a regulated current the deposition can be controlled
and the RMS can be deposited. [44, p. 41–42] The development of an electrolytemixing ratio and a suitable current course to achieve self-sustaining RMS is costly
and time consuming. The manufacturing of RMS could be also done by powder processes, but powder processes are economically not competitive to magnetron sputtering and also hazardous, because of exploding powder.
For the following calculation of the reactive foil magnetron sputtering is selected,
because it is a stable and well-developed process. In future CD and electro chemical deposition one-bath techniques are conceivable. A nickel aluminum RMS is assumed, because it is a well-developed material combination and cost-efficient in
comparison to other reported material combinations. The magnetron sputtering process consists of two steps: Production of the stack and the separation of stack and
target. The separation of the stack and the target could be done by coating the target with a photoresist. A transparent target could be lighted to separate the stack
from the target. Another possibility is to coat the target with a layer and to etch the
layer for the separation of the stack and the target.
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The production of RMS could be done, as already described, by magnetron sputter
machines with horizontal and vertical substrates. Magnetron sputter machines with
horizontal substrate carriers moving from one sputter chamber to another when one
layer is deposited are assumed in the following calculation. The changing time,
shown in Table 10, from one chamber to the other is estimated with 30 seconds,
whereas the sputter time of aluminum per 1 µm is defined as 300 s and for nickel
500 s regarding to Fraunhofer IISB experts. A foil thickness of 80 µm is defined and
a coating layer thickness of 25 nm is assumed regarding to distributed RMS products [16, p. 1]. The cost calculation assumes a machine with 10 substrate carriers
with a 1000 mm x 1000 mm format.
The process time is determined through the sputter time and the change time after
every layer (Eq. 8). The process time divided through the square centimeter area
results in the process time per cm² (Eq. 9), which is 1.36 seconds calculating with
the factors from Table 10.
𝑓
∗ 𝑡𝑐 + max(𝑡𝑎 ; 𝑡𝑛 ) ∗ 𝑓
𝑐
𝑓
∗ 𝑡𝑐 + max(𝑡𝑎 ; 𝑡𝑛 ) ∗ 𝑓
𝑐
2
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑚 =
𝑙 ∗ 𝑤 ∗ 𝑛 ∗ 100
80 µ𝑚
∗ 30 𝑠 + max(300 𝑠; 500 𝑠) ∗ 80 µ𝑚
𝑠
25 𝑛𝑚
= 1.36
1000 𝑚𝑚 ∗ 1000 𝑚𝑚 ∗ 10 ∗ 100
𝑐𝑚²
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =

(Eq. 8)

(Eq. 9)

Table 10: Invariant reactive foil process time calculation factors.

Cost Calculation Factor

Value

Abbreviation

Foil Thickness

80 µm

f

Coating Layer Thickness

25 nm

c

Length Substrate

1000 mm

l

Width Substrate

1000 mm

w

10 pc.

n

Changing Time per Cycle

30 s

𝑡𝑐

Sputter Time of Aluminum per 1 µm thickness

300 s

𝑡𝑎

Sputter Time of Nickel per 1 µm thickness

500 s

𝑡𝑛

Number of Targets
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The material costs are calculated by multiplying the weight with average costs per
weight and reject cost rate and overhead cost rate, described in chapter 3.1. Targets
have to be exchanged, when approximately 60% of the target material still remains.
The used target contains recyclable metals and can be recycled to new targets. Furthermore, around half of the sputtered target material deposits on the wall of the
chamber and can be also recycled. It is estimated, that in a recycling process the
“scrapings” could be recycled for 40% of the material costs and the targets for 20%
of the material costs. The target abrasion, used for the RMS, is 20%, but 40% of the
material, which is deposited on the chamber, and 20% of the used target material
are consumed regarding to the sputtering or the recycle process. Thus a target
abrasion of 40% (Eq. 10) is estimated for the cost calculation of the reactive foil. [48,
p. 58]
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝑎𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 20% ∗ 100% + 20% ∗ 40% + 60% ∗ 20%
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝑎𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 40%

(Eq. 10)

An 80 µm thick reactive foil was calculated consisting of 5 µm tin above and down
the 70 µm thick aluminum nickel RMS. The calculation of the reactive foil, shown in
Table 11, results in material and production costs between three and four and a half
cents (EUR).
Table 11: Reactive foil - cost calculation

1 cm² reactive foil
Material costs per part

0.820 - 1.228 Cent (EUR)

Production costs per part

2.222 - 3.359 Cent (EUR)

Total cost rate related to the material costs
Material and production costs

3.71 - 3.73
3.042 - 4.587 Cent (EUR)
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4.2.4

Cost Analysis

The quantitative costing analysis (Table 12) of the antifuse demonstrates the possible material and production cost ranges. Between seventy and eighty-nine
cents (EUR) are the anticipated material and production costs of the antifuse solution. Exemplarily the production cost calculation of the most cost efficient production
line is shown in Table 13 based on the qualitative cost analysis and further information from internal and external experts. With the individual input of process time,
needed machine area and a machine cost range the machine costs per minute and
the labor costs per minute are calculated - detailed described in chapter 3.1 with the
constant production factors from Table 2.
Table 12: Antifuse generation 4 - cost calculation

Antifuse generation 4
Material costs per part

58.366 - 74.697 Cent (EUR)

Production costs per part

10.779 - 12.943 Cent (EUR)

Total cost rate related to the material costs
Material and production costs

1.17 -1.18
69.145 - 87.640 Cent (EUR)

All the process times are estimated regarding to the component shape, the related
cycle times of the production process and the output quantity of one process cycle.
The process times, machine areas and machine cost ranges of the stamping, washing, laser cutting and laser welding process are equal to the findings from Table 8.
Only the process times are adapted to the related part shape. The process times
and the machine cost ranges of the magnetron sputtering and the extraction process
of the compound and the target are described in detail in chapter 4.2.3.
The machine cost range for the production step aluminum high pressure die casting,
laser welding of pins and drop forging are estimated by consulting external experts.
Drop forging has got the lowest cycle time in comparison to high pressure die casting and laser welding, because the laser cannot drive around the pins proper. Laser
welding of the pins is time consuming, because the axle pivotable laser cannot weld
in one movement, but have to stop and reposition several times. Assuming serial
production the drop forging process is the cheapest one, because of the low process
time with medium machine costs.
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The machine cost range for a suitable laser and the appropriate robot and machine
surrounding is estimated by external experts, whereas the process time is estimated
regarding the welding seam length, an average laser time and needed stops and
reposition of the laser.
The machine cost range for the nickel electroplating process is calculated by taking
the average machine costs from an online market place [49]. The machine cost
range and the process time for the reflow soldering system and the laser cutter is
estimated regarding to external experts.
The production cost range of the process steps is divided in the machine cost range
and the production labor costs. The production labor costs are calculated with the
wage hour rates and the estimated process times. On the other hand the machine
cost ranges are calculated with the respective machine cost rate ranges and the
estimated process time. The machine cost rate ranges are including the machine
cost ranges and the relevant net present values of the maintenance and energy
costs of the production machines during the operating life.
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Table 13: Production cost calculation - antifuse generation 4
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4.3
4.3.1

Cost Efficient Redesigned Antifuse Generation 5
Costs Drivers

With the help of a FAST-Diagram in connection with a cost-break-down analysis the
biggest cost drivers are identified. The different minimal component costs of the antifuse are attached to different functions of the product to identify the high-price functions. Based on these findings of Table 15 a cost reduction strategy is developed to
minimize the costs.
Three different main functions are identified for the antifuse: Connect busbars, isolate busbars and assemble parts. The derived functions, shown in Table 14, are
creating heat for the solder process, guaranteeing conductivity, exerting pressure,
averting the vaporization of isolation foil or isolation sleeves, averting a bypass,
avoiding soiling and improving the part fixation of a antifuse. The material and production costs of the components are attached to the derived role regarding to their
functional share of the respective function. Over-engineered functions can be identified with this method to comply a holistic Design-to-Cost approach.
Table 14: Antifuse FAST diagram.

1.1.1 Create Heat
1. Connect
Busbars

1.1 Improve Current Flow

1.1.2 Guarantee Conductivity
1.1.3 Exert Pressure

1.2 Prevent Disturbing Factors 1.2.1 Avert Vaporization of Isolation
2. Isolate
Busbars
3. Assemble
Parts

2.1 Avert Bypass
3.1 Avoid Soiling
3.2 Part Fixation Improvement

Looking at the cost-break-down analysis of Table 15 it is striking, that the function
“Creating Heat” with total costs of 45.58 Cents (EUR), especially the component
ignition pin with 42.21 Cents (EUR), is too expensive. The ignition pin will be reengineered in chapter 4.3.3 to reduce the related material and production costs. Moreover, the function “Avert Vaporization of Isolation” costs 4.78 Cents (EUR). This function is too expensive and it is doubted that this function is worth these cost efforts.
Thus a design should be chosen, where the ignition foil lies on top of the isolation
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foil even if the vaporization of the isolation foil will harm the solder flow to connect
the busbars.
The functions “Guarantee Conductivity”, “Exert Pressure”, “Avoid Soiling” and “Part
Fixation Improvement” cost together 16.75 cents (EUR). If these four functions,
which need five parts, could be integrated into fewer and cheaper parts, cost reductions could be achieved.
With an adaptation of the plastic housing with a tension clip of the analyzed OPD
from chapter 4.1.1 all these four function could be unified. The housing would shield
the busbars, the isolation and the reactive foil from soiling. Furthermore, the screws
would be substituted through the tension clip. The plastic housing with the plastic
tension clip would hold the remaining parts together. With a horizontal offset of the
housing and the tension clip towards the housing a pressure could be induced towards the busbars. A pressure on the busbars and the reactive foil is needed for a
good joining process of the busbars. A proper amount of pressure on the components is needed to allow the molten solder to flow and properly wet the component
surfaces [16, p. 1]. In addition, the number of busbars could be reduced from three
to two busbars with this approach, because no busbar middle is necessary anymore. With the sum of all these changes the material and production costs of the
antifuse can be reduced.
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Avert
vaporization of
isolation
Avert Bypass
Avoid soiling
Part fixation
improvement

Exert pressure

Component
Costs
Function
Create heat
Guarantee
conductivity

0,0000 €
0,0088 €

0,0265 €

0%
10%

30%

100,00%

0,0000 €

0%

0,0088 €

0,0441 €

50%

10%

0,0000 €

0%

Busbar_Bottom
100% 0,0883 €

100,00%

15%

0%
0%

50%

10%

25%

0%

0,0064 €

0,0000 €
0,0000 €

0,0215 €

0,0043 €

0,0107 €

0,0000 €

Busbar_Middle
100% 0,0429 €

100,00%

25%

0%
10%

0%

50%

15%

0%

0,0128 €

0,0000 €
0,0051 €

0,0000 €

0,0257 €

0,0077 €

0,0000 €

Busbar_Top
100% 0,0514 €

100,00%

0%

0%
0%

0%

0%

0%

100%

0,0000 €

0,0000 €
0,0000 €

0,0000 €

0,0000 €

0,0000 €

0,0337 €

Reactive foil
100% 0,0337 €

100,00%

0%

100%
0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0,0000 €

0,0099 €
0,0000 €

0,0000 €

0,0000 €

0,0000 €

0,0000 €

Isolation layer
100% 0,0099 €

100,00%

0%

50%
0%

50%

0%

0%

0,0000 €

0,0200 €
0,0000 €

0,0200 €

0,0000 €

0,0000 €

0,0000 €

Distance sleves
100% 0,0400 €

100,00%

30%

0%
0%

50%

20%

0%

0%

0,0038 €

0,0000 €
0,0000 €

0,0064 €

0,0025 €

0,0000 €

0,0000 €

Screws
100% 0,0127 €

100%

0,0496 €

0,0299 €
0,0140 €

0,0478 €

0,0413 €

0,0626 €

0,4221 € 0,4558 €

Ignition pin
Total costs
100% 0,4221 € 0,7010 €
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Table 15: FAST-Diagram with a cost-break-down analysis.
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4.3.2

Mechanical Design

The idea of the preliminary draft of antifuse generation 5 is a non-conductive housing (6) braced with an integrated busbar bottom (8) with a non-conductive tension
clip (1) to generate an area force on several parts, which are placed between the
busbar bottom, which is covered with a solder layer (7) and the tension clip (Figure
28). By bracing the wings of the tension clip (Figure 30) with an offset into the gaps
of the housing (Figure 32) a force is induced to the tension clip. Between the forces
generating parts are following parts of the antifuse: Busbar top with a solder layer
(3), reactive foil (4) and isolation layer (5). Through a hole in the busbar top the reactive foil can be ignited, shown in Figure 31. Busbar top and the tension clip have a
positive-locking connection (Figure 30 and Figure 31). As well busbar bottom is
positive-locked to the housing (Figure 33 and Figure 34). The endings of the tension
clip wing are designed in a round shape to minimize the tension during the clip-in
process (Figure 29).
Tension Clip (1)

Busbar Top (2)
Solder Layer (3)
Reactive Foil (4)
Isolation Layer (5)
Plastic Housing (6)

Busbar Bottom (8)

B‘
B
Solder Layer (7)
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Figure 28: Preliminary draft of antifuse generation 5 - exploded view of the assembly of an antifuse without ignition pin. The cross-section BB’ is shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29: Preliminary draft of antifuse generation 5 - cross-section BB’ - braced tension clip in
housing.

Tension Clip Wing

Figure 30: Preliminary draft of antifuse generation 5 - insert molded busbar top - side view.

Figure 31: Preliminary draft of antifuse generation 5 - insert molded busbar top - top view.
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Housing Gap

Figure 32: Preliminary draft of antifuse generation 5 - plastic compound - side view.

Figure 33: Preliminary draft of antifuse generation 5 - busbar bottom - bottom view.
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Figure 34: Preliminary draft of antifuse generation 5 - plastic compound - bottom view.

The housing with the busbar bottom is assembled onto the negative cell terminal
and the tension clip is braced in the housing within an assembly process. Busbar top
is welded to the negative cell terminal, whereas the busbar bottom is welded to the
cell housing shown in Figure 29. Due to the welding seam of busbar top and the
negative cell terminal, busbar top is going to be warmed up. Therefore also the reactive foil will be warmed up by the busbar top and could be become less reactive.
Furthermore the propagation velocity of the foil could be reduced with a preheating
temperature [39, p. 40]. The redesign in Figure 36 was developed to avoid the preheating temperature of busbar top and the melting of the plastic components during
the welding processes.

Figure 35: Preliminary draft of antifuse generation 5 - assembly on a negative cell terminal
without ignition pin. The welding seams are red marked.
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Tension Clip (1)

Busbar Top (2)
Ignition Plate (9)
Plastic Housing (6)

Solder Layer (3)
Reactive Foil (4)
Isolation Layer (5)

C‘
C

Solder Layer (7)

C

Busbar Bottom (8)

Figure 36: Antifuse generation 5 - exploded view of the assembly of an antifuse. The crosssection CC’ is shown in Figure 47.

In the antifuse generation 5 only busbar bottom is welded to the cell housing. To
avoid the melting of the plastic housing, busbar bottom is designed long enough to
separate the welding process, e.g. by a heat shield, from the plastic housing. Busbar
top is inserted into the cell housing. Whereas the preliminary draft of the antifuse
generation 5 is downward compatible and can be assembled on battery cells, the
antifuse generation 5 assembly has to be included into the cell battery assembly
process. The electrode terminal has to be put on the assembled antifuse and riveted
on the backside of the cell housing part, where the antifuse is going to be assembled. With the same production/assembly method the OPD and the cell housing are
fixed together (Figure 37, Figure 38 and Figure 39). The OPD or the antifuse is actually not riveted to the housing; they are riveted to a copper component, which is
isolated by an isolation to the cell housing, shown Figure 37. Also the electrode terminal is separated through isolation from the cell housing in the OPD assembly
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(Figure 39), which should be adapted to the antifuse generation 5 assembly. With
this assembly the electrode terminal, as well as the tension clip, are affecting two
pressure areas on the busbar top down to the cell housing. Thus busbar top without
the notch is parallel and in contact with the cell housing and the notch of the busbar
top is parallel and in contact with the reactive foil even with changing tension clip
pressures during the lifetime.

Isolation
Electrode Terminal
End Part
Copper
Component

Figure 37: OPD - backside of the cell housing with riveted electrode terminal and copper component.

Partial Sliced
Electrode Terminal
End Part

Figure 38: OPD - disassembled and sliced electrode terminal.
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Figure 39: OPD - backside of the OPD with isolation, partial electrode terminal and copper component.

Figure 40: Antifuse generation 5 - complete assembly - bottom view.

The antifuse assembly is adjusted with 6 adjustment pins on the backside of the
plastic housing (Figure 40) and the related slots in the cell housing. Inside the plastic housing four adjustment pins guarantee, that busbar top is in position (Figure 41).

Figure 41: Antifuse generation 5 - plastic housing with busbar top.
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By bracing with an offset the wings of the tension clip with the gaps of the housing a
force is induced to the contact area of the tension clip (Figure 42) and the busbar
top and the ignition plate. Through a hole in the tension clip the ignition mechanism
can be triggered.

Tension Clip
Pressure Pad
Figure 42 Antifuse generation 5 - tension clip - top view.

1.5 mm

2.5 mm

1.5 mm
1.5 mm Aluminum Thickness

Figure 43: Cell internal fuse of a prismatic 60 A cell.

Busbar Fork Tip
3 mm
10 mm
3 mm
1 mm Aluminum Thickness

Figure 44: Antifuse generation 5 - busbar top - top view.
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To calculate if the cell internal fuse will blow before the busbar top, because of the
cell short circuit current, the current area of a comparable cell internal fuse is compared with the minimal current area of the redesigned antifuse. Because of the short
period of time of the short circuit current a consideration of the current density is
adequate to evaluate the triggering. The minimal current section of the cell internal
fuse of a 60 A prismatic cell from Samsung SDI is 8.25 mm² (Eq. 11, Figure 43). The
minimal current section of the busbar top is 6 mm² (Eq. 12, Figure 44) and therefore
the cell internal fuse will not trigger before the busbar fork tips will be destroyed. A
redesign of the cell internal fuse or a downsizing of the micro via board is useful to
guarantee that the cell internal fuse is going to be triggered before the busbar fork
tips are destroyed. In case of a busbar fork tip destruction the current is flowing
through the two big connection areas (Figure 45) and the resulting minimal current
section is with 10 mm² (Eq.13, Figure 44) bigger than the cell internal fuse
(Eq. 11, Figure 43).

Connection
Areas

Figure 45: Antifuse generation 5 - busbar top and isolation layer - top view.

𝐴 = (1.5 𝑚𝑚 + 2.5 𝑚𝑚 + 1.5 𝑚𝑚) ∗ 1.5 𝑚𝑚 = 8.25 𝑚𝑚²

(Eq. 11)

𝐴 = (3 𝑚𝑚 + 3 𝑚𝑚) ∗ 1 𝑚𝑚 = 6 𝑚𝑚²

(Eq. 12)

𝐴 = 10 𝑚𝑚 ∗ 1 𝑚𝑚 = 10 𝑚𝑚²

(Eq. 13)

External experts are suggesting F = (0.32 N/mm² * Area) as a sufficient force for the
solder process [16, p. 2]. To guarantee a stable solder process a sufficient force of
Ftarget = (0.4 N/mm² * Area) is estimated. Following deflection (fd) is calculated under
the condition that Ftarget pushing towards the reactive foil is guaranteed over a time
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of 10 years at a temperature of 40 °C. The moment of inertia (I) and the fd of a stiff
beam can be calculated with Eq. 14, 15 and 16 with chosen parameters (length,
width and height) of a new designed tension clip (Figure 47) [50, p. 27]. The tension
clip is simplified as a stiff beam (Figure 46). In time course the Young’s modulus
changes, therefore it is better to use the creep modulus Ec(t) instead of the Young’s
modulus to describe the resistance to tension (Eq. 16). The conditioned plastic Zytel® 79G13L NC010 | PA66-I-GF13 was chosen as material for the housing and the
tension clip, because of available creep modulus / time diagrams and tested stresses, which are similar to arising stresses in the tension clip. [51; 52, p. 23–26]

Ftarget

Figure 46: Simplified drawing of the tension clip

width
length
height

Figure 47: Antifuse generation 5 - cross-section CC’.

𝐼=

𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ ∗ ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡³
25 𝑚𝑚 ∗ (2.4 𝑚𝑚 )³
=
= 28.8 𝑚𝑚4
12
12

𝑓𝑑,𝑡=0 =
𝑓𝑑,𝑡 =

𝐹𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 ∗ 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ3
48 ∗ 𝑌𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑔′ 𝑠 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑢𝑠 ∗ 𝐼

(Eq. 14)
(Eq. 15)

𝐹𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 ∗ 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ3
48 ∗ 𝐸𝑐 (𝑡) ∗ 𝐼

(Eq. 16)
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Table 16: Zytel® 79G13L NC010 | PA66-I-GF13 creep modulus-time diagram at 23 °C [51].

In Table 16 the different creep moduli under different stresses at 23 °C are plotted
against the time. The tension clip is not loaded with a constant load due to setting
effects of the plastic. Therefore, the extreme values of the equations have to be
considered. The material of the tension clip (conditioned Zytel® 79G13L NC010 |
PA66-I-GF13) is chosen to endure a pressure of 10 MPa (stress at break 67 MPa).
The cell lifetime should be regarding to external experts above 10 years. This is why
the tension clip is designed for the duration of 100 000 h (11.4 years). With Eq. 17
and the creep modulus for a pressure of 10 MPa from Table 16 the creep modulus
after 100 000 h is calculated. EC0 is the creep modulus for t = 1 h. [45; 46, p. 23–26]
1
𝑡
𝐸𝑐 (𝑡) = 𝐸𝑐0 − ∗ (𝐸𝑐0 − 𝐸𝑐4 ) ∗ log10 ( )
4
𝑡0
1
100000 ℎ
𝐸𝑐 (100000 ℎ) = 𝐸𝑐0 − ∗ (𝐸𝑐0 − 𝐸𝑐4 ) ∗ log10 (
)
4
1ℎ
1
100.000
𝐸𝑐 (100000 ℎ) = 3984 𝑀𝑃𝑎 − (3984 − 2762 ) 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ∗ log10 (
ℎ)
4
1ℎ
𝑁
𝐸𝑐 (100000 ℎ) = 2456.5 𝑀𝑃𝑎 = 2456.5
𝑚𝑚2

(Eq. 17)

Due to a lack of information of different creep moduli, approximations about the alteration of creep modulus in different temperature surroundings (Eq. 18) have to be
considered. Ec (t, 𝜗) describes the creep modulus depending on the temperature at a
specific date. 𝜗0 is assumed as normal room temperature, 23 °C. The abbreviation
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a0 is a temperature coefficient determined from the data sources of the disposable
website “Campus Werkstoffdatenbank”. For thermosetting plastics, as PA66, a0 is
0.83. [45; 46, p. 23–26]
The operating temperature in lithium-ion battery cells used for electric vehicles is
between 30 - 40 °C (core temperature) [53, p. 2]. Thus 40 °C is estimated as the
maximal permanent temperature during the cell life time.
𝐸𝑐 (𝑡, 𝜗) = 𝐸𝑐 (𝑡, 𝜗0 ) ∗ 𝑎0

(

𝜗
−1)
𝜗0

𝐸𝑐 (100000 ℎ, 40°𝐶) = 2456.5

23°𝐶
𝑁
𝑁
∗ 0.83(40°𝐶 −1) = 2140.5
2
𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚2

(Eq. 18)

As mentioned before, external experts are suggesting 0.4 N/mm² as a sufficient
force for the solder process. The simplification of a stiff beam is made in Eq. 16 [54,
p. 243]. The contact area of the tension clip and reactive foil is 80 mm² large due to
the design and can be calculated by multiplication of the length with the width of the
tension clip pressure pad (Figure 42). Therefore, the deflection (fd,t) for t = 100 000 h
and a temperature of 40 °C is calculated in Eq. 15 with Ftarget (Eq. 19), if we assume
a punctual force and the Young’s modulus.
𝐹target = 0.4

𝑁
𝑚𝑚²

(Eq. 19)

∗ 80 𝑚𝑚² = 32 𝑁

𝑓𝑑,𝑡=100000 ℎ,𝑇=40 °𝐶 =

𝐹𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 ∗ 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡ℎ3
48 ∗ 𝐸𝑐 (100000 ℎ, 40 °𝐶) ∗ 𝐼

𝑓𝑑,𝑡=100000 ℎ,𝑇=40 °𝐶 =

32 𝑁 ∗ (16.4 𝑚𝑚)3
𝑁
48 ∗ 2140.5
∗ 28.8 𝑚𝑚4
𝑚𝑚2

(Eq. 16)

𝑓𝑑,𝑡=100000 ℎ,𝑇=40 °𝐶 = 0.0477 𝑚𝑚

The accuracy in injection molding could be up to ≤ ±0.005 mm without further extra
costs [55, p. 3]. Thus the fd,t,T range is between 47.7 µm < fd,t,T < 57.7 µm. The deflection fd,t=100000 h,T is equal to fd,t=0 h,T, because of the construction conditions. With
the rearranged Eq. 15, the maximal fd,t,T, the Young’s modulus and the moment of
inertia the force on the stiff beam can be calculated in Eq. 20.
𝐹=
𝐹=

𝑓𝑑,𝑡,𝑇;𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗ 48 ∗ 𝑌𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑔′ 𝑠 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑢𝑠 ∗ 𝐼
𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡ℎ3
𝑁
∗28.8 𝑚𝑚4
𝑚𝑚2
(16.4 𝑚𝑚)3

(Eq. 20)

0.0577 𝑚𝑚∗48∗3700

𝐹 = 66.91 𝑁
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In Eq. 21 the force is transformed back to an area force of the contact areas of the
tension clip wings with the housing, where the most tension comes up. Due to the
design the two areas are each 4.13 mm² big. The area force is lower than our initial
assumption of 10 MPa > 8.10 MPa, which was made to calculate the creep modulus
in Table 16. Therefore, Ftarget is during a life time of 11.4 years and 40 °C guaranteed.
𝐹
66.91 𝑁
𝑁
=
= 8.10
= 8.10 𝑀𝑃𝑎
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝑚𝑚2
2 ∗ 4.13 𝑚𝑚²

(Eq. 21)

The consideration of the ignition function, as well as the different possibilities to trigger the antifuse, is closely described in chapter 4.3.3., whereas in chapter 5 the described ignition solutions are tested on their reactive foil trigger reaction.

4.3.3

Ignition Considerations

Regarding to the NanoFoil User Guide the reactive foil can be ignited by a spark,
using ohmic heating or by a laser beam. The ignition option ohmic heating is further
developed, because equipping every antifuse with an own laser or a sparking application would be too expensive. The NanoFoil User Guide is giving two current / contact diameter correlations, which ignite the reactive foil. The related current densities
are calculated in Eq. 22 and Eq. 23. The highest current density of Eq. 23 is calculated in Eq. 24. The highest current density is considered for Eq. 24, because current / contact diameter correlations suggest that a higher current density is needed
for lower currents. [16, p. 2]
15 µ𝑚 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 1.767 ∗ 10−4 𝑚𝑚2 = 𝐴1
(Eq. 22)
300 µ𝑚 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 7.068 ∗ 10

−2

2

𝑚𝑚 = 𝐴2
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𝐽1 =

100 𝐴
𝐴
= 5.659 ∗ 105
𝐴1
𝑚𝑚2

𝐽2 =

120 𝐴
𝐴
= 6.791 ∗ 105
𝐴1
𝑚𝑚2
(Eq. 23)

250 𝐴
𝐴
𝐽3 =
= 3.537 ∗ 103
𝐴2
𝑚𝑚2
𝐽4 =

300 𝐴
𝐴
= 4.244 ∗ 103
𝐴2
𝑚𝑚2

𝐴=

40 𝐴
40 𝐴
=
= 7.068 ∗ 10−5 𝑚𝑚2
𝐴
𝐽1
5
5.659 ∗ 10
𝑚𝑚2

(Eq. 24)

According to these current densities and the calculated ignition contact area, ignition
devices without sharp tips are not appropriate to ignite the reactive foil. The current
densities, derived from the NanoFoil User Guide, are questioned to be the absolute
ignition values. Therefore, the following different ignition solutions are discussed and
the most promising ones are tested in chapter 5.2 and 0.
Contact pin can be manufactured with many different contact tip shapes (Figure 48)
to ignite the reactive foil. A compromise has to be found between a price-driving
sharp tip shape and the economic contact pin efficiency. There are possibilities to
reduce the costs of spring loaded ignition pins by leaving out gold cover material,
but this would cause oxidation of the ignition pin. [40, p. 11–12]

Figure 48: Different spring-loaded contact tip shapes [40, p. 11–12]

The following seven ignition suggestions are trying to replace the expensive spring
loaded ignition pins by cost efficient ignition solutions. Ignition suggestion 1 (Figure
49) is a rolled electro conductive foil, which is covered by an electro conductive cap.
A cable can be welded onto the cap. The galvanic implementation of this idea is
realized in ignition suggestion 7. Problem of this idea is the manufacturing process
of the rolled electro conductive foil. The reactive foil will not be completely touched
by the rolled foil area due to inaccuracies of the rolled foil contact area. Thus calcu-
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lation, whether the contact area of the rolled electro conductive foil is sufficient for
an ignition, are inaccurate.
Cable Connection
Electro Conductive
Material

Non Conductive
Material

Reactive
Foil

Nonconductive
Material
Electro Conductive
Material

Figure 49: Ignition suggestion 1 - rolled metal foil.

Ignition suggestion 2 and 3 are trying to adapt the idea of a spring loaded contact
pin by using wires. Whereas in Figure 50 the wire is at the end bended to minimize
reactive foil abrasion during vibrations of the antifuse, in Figure 51 the wire is
shaped like a spring to offset vibrations. A combination of the bended and spring
loaded wire is possible and should be considered. A board with a brazed on wire is
shown in Figure 52 and tested in chapter 5.2.

Wire
Board

Figure 50: Ignition suggestion 2 - bended wire.

Figure 51: Ignition suggestion 3 - spring loaded wire.
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Figure 52: Antifuse generation 5 - FR4-board with wire.

The idea of the solder pin (Figure 53) is to reduce the additional function of the ignition pin - offset of vibrations. With a costly tight assembly, no more offset is needed.
With this solution the production and material costs would decrease and the assembly cost would increase, because a high precision in placing the solder pin on the
reactive foil is needed to prevent a destruction of the reactive foil.

Solder Pin

Figure 53: Ignition suggestion 4 - solder pin.

Suggestion 5 (Figure 54) uses the cost-efficient approach from suggestion 4 and
tries to develop the ignition pin solution further. A bended solder pin is inserted into
the female crimp part (Figure 55), consisting of a solder pin plug-in and a crimp seal
for wires, and placed with the other tip on the reactive foil. The advantages of this
solution (Figure 56) are low assembly costs, because no high precision in placing
the solder pin on the reactive foil is needed to prevent a destruction of the reactive
foil. Furthermore, it offsets the female crimp parts vibrations of the solder pin due to
its springing pin holder. With the crimp seal it is possible to plug in a cable without
any extra connecting costs. An exemplary crimp seal, which can be crimped after
the cell assembly, is shown in Figure 57. In Figure 58 and Figure 59 the female
crimp part is arranged on the tension clip in another way and is protected by crimp
housing.
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Solder Pin Plug-In Female Crimp Part
Male Crimp Part
(Solder Pin)

Crimp Seal

Figure 54: Ignition suggestion 5 - crimp connection.

Figure 55: Antifuse generation 5 - female crimp part.

Figure 56: Antifuse generation 5 - female crimp part with bended solder pin.

Figure 57: Crimp seal of female crimp part and assembled antifuse.
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Figure 58: Antifuse generation 5 - tension clip with assembled bended solder pin, female crimp
part and crimp housing - top view.

Figure 59: Antifuse generation 5 - tension clip with assembled bended solder pin, female crimp
part and crimp housing - bottom view.

Another idea is to ignite the foil not by a pin on the area surface, but to ignite the
side faces of the foil (Figure 60). Thus the small height of the reactive foil would be
used to trigger the reactive foil with a small contact area (height of the foil multiplied
with the width of the Ignition pin). Due to ignition suggestions, which are using
smaller contact areas, are easier to assemble and are vibration-resistant, ignition
suggestion 6 is not developed further.
Nonconductive
Material

Electro Conductive
Material

Electro Conductive
Material
Reactive Foil
Isolation Layer
Electro Conductive
Material

Nonconductive
Material

Figure 60: Ignition suggestion 6 - sideward ignition of the foil

Ignition suggestion 7 (ignition by micro via) combines all the advantages, like small
contact area, vibration resistance, low production and material costs and easy assembly steps, of the previous suggestions. In Figure 61 a clamped board with a micro via on a reactive foil is shown.
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Micro Via
FR4-Board

Figure 61: Ignition suggestion 7 - micro via

As the results from the chapter 5.2 and 0 demonstrate a cost efficient ignition pin
solution, which triggers the reactive foil, is possible. Especially ignition solution 3, 4,
5 and 7 are tested in chapter 5.2 and 0 and are cost efficient solutions for the ignition process. The ignition by a micro via is due to its minimal production costs and
small contact area recommendable for igniting the reactive foil. Furthermore, this
solution is resistant to vibrations and therefore does not damage the reactive foil,
when caused to vibrate.

4.3.4

Material Considerations

Regarding to costs concerns 99.5% aluminum was chosen as the material for busbar bottom and busbar top, shown in Figure 62 and Figure 63. All aluminum parts
have to be nickel-plated to prevent oxidation and enable coating of aluminum with
solder. Nickel can be electroplated all over the aluminum parts with a minimal thickness of 25 µm due to the production process [33, p. 1]. With the surface of the parts
and the minimal thickness of the coat layer the nickel volume and the related material price is calculated. The solder is not coated all over the aluminum parts, but can
be calculated the same way like nickel. Only certain areas, shown in Figure 62 and
Figure 63, are covered with solder and hence have to be included into the calculation.

Figure 62: Antifuse generation 5 - busbar top - top view.
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Figure 63: Antifuse generation 5 - busbar top and board with micro via - bottom view.

The isolation layer and the isolation distance sleeves (Figure 64) are made out of
Polytetrafluorethylen (PTFE). PTFE was selected due to its maximal temperature
resistance of 300 °C and its ability not to burn. Moreover PTFE has got a low creep
modulus, e.g. no 0.5% creep modulus after 1000 h, and therefore creeps very slowly
under the pressure of busbar middle [32, p. 1].

Figure 64: Antifuse generation 5 - isolation layer.

The composition and cost calculation of the reactive foil, shown in Figure 65, is described in chapter 4.2.3 and 4.2.1. In comparison to the antifuse generation 4 reactive foil design the antifuse generation 5 reactive foil design is taken 80% of the reactive area of antifuse generation 4, shrinking the reactive foil from 10x10 mm to
8x10 mm, whereas the connection area for the solder process is increased by
47.8% from 22.90 mm² to 33.85 mm².
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Figure 65: Antifuse generation 5 - reactive foil.

Figure 66: Antifuse generation 5 - plastic housing - side view.

To withstand the internal stresses of the plastic housing (Figure 66, Figure 67 and
Figure 68) and the tension clip (Figure 69 and Figure 70) Zytel® 79G13L NC010 |
PA66-I-GF13 is chosen as a material. The tension clip and the plastic housing is
construed and calculated in chapter 4.3.2. Zytel® 79G13L NC010 | PA66-I-GF13 is
a 13% glass fiber reinforced, toughened polyamide 66 resign for injection molding.
The features of PA66-I-GF are mechanical and physical properties such as high
mechanical strength, very good balance of stiffness and toughness, fine high temperature performance and electrical and flammability properties and good chemical
resistance. [51]

Figure 67: Antifuse generation 5 - plastic housing - top view.
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Figure 68: Antifuse generation 5 - plastic housing - bottom view.

Figure 69: Antifuse generation 5 - tension clip - top view.

Figure 70: Antifuse generation 5 - tension clip - bottom view.

The printed circuit board with the through-hole micro via is assembled with busbar
top, which is shown in Figure 71. The board is consisting of two layers. The top layer
has got a solder pad, whereas the rest of the solder pad is covered by solder resist.
The bottom layer (Figure 72) is not coated with solder resist, because the vertical
interconnect access (via) material should be stuck out of the bottom layer able to
touch the reactive foil. A through hole via is manufactured to connect the two layers
electrically. The conductive area of the via, which is laying on the reactive foil, is
small enough to ignite the reactive foil regarding to chapter 0. The printed circuit
board with the micro via is considered as a prefabricated part and therefore only
material costs are involved in the cost calculation of the antifuse generation 5. The
hole in the printed circuit board is electroplated with copper. The choosen material
for the printed circuit board in serial production is FR4 and for the via filling is cop-
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per. Gold could also be manufactured to avoid copper corrosion, which comes along
with an impairment of the ignition solution. [56, p. 33]

Figure 71: Antifuse generation 5 - busbar top and board with micro via - top view.

Figure 72: Antifuse generation 5 - FR4-board with micro via - bottom view

In Figure 73 the antifuse generation 5 parts are assembled. It is noticeable, that all
critical parts, which are involved in the solder process, are covered by the plastic
housing and the tension clip. The reason for the different colours of the housing and
the tension clip are different prototype manufacturing processes (selective laser sintering for the hosing and milling for the tension clip). As already mentioned above
they would both be out of a PA66 plastic mixture with a glass fibre content of 13%.

Figure 73: Antifuse generation 5 - complete assembly - top view.
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4.3.5

Production Considerations

To improve the comparability of the cost calculations same production methods for
similar parts, which are already identified, are estimated as equal and labeled as
same estimation (s. e.) in Table 17. Busbar bottom and busbar top are stamped into
shape and washed afterwards to remove the cutting oil. Busbar top’s gap is laser
cut, because the minimal web width can only be as short as the material thickness,
whereas the minimal web width for laser cutting is half of the material thickn ess [41,
p. 135].
Table 17: Antifuse generation 5 - production steps

Production Steps

Reference

Stamping of milled aluminum busbars

s. e.

Washing process of aluminum busbars

s. e.

Laser cutting

s. e.

Nickel electroplating

s. e.

Solder mask coating

s. e.

Tin reflow soldering

s. e.

Magnetron sputtering

s. e.

Extraction of the layer compound and the target in an etching
bath

s. e.

Cutting of isolation layer and reactive foil

s. e.

Injection molding

s. e.

Laser welding

s. e.

As already mentioned in chapter 4.2.2 the busbars have to be electroplated in a
nickel bath and coated with tin. The tin areas are shown in Figure 62 and Figure 63.
The reactive foil calculation is equal to the calculation in chapter 4.2.3. Only the foil
area shrunk to 80% of the actual foil area (from 1 cm² to 0.8 cm²). It is expected, that
the plastic parts (tension clip and plastic housing) are injection molded with the
same production process estimations of chapter 4.1.2. Moreover, the isolation layer
and the reactive foil are cut to size and the busbar is welded to the cell housing,
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assuming the same production methods, which have been identified for the OPD in
chapter 4.1.2 and the antifuse in chapter 4.2.2.
In Figure 74 the assembly on a negative cell terminal of an antifuse is shown. The
aluminum busbar bottom is electrically connected to the cell housing by two fillet
welds, whereas the busbar top is clamped between the negative cell terminal and
the cell housing.

((((((((((((((

Figure 74: Preliminary draft of antifuse generation 5 - assembly on a negative cell terminal
without ignition pin. The welding seams are red marked.
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4.3.6

Cost Analysis

The quantitative costing analysis (Table 18) of the redesigned antifuse demonstrates the possible material and production cost ranges. Between sixteen and twenty-seven cents (EUR) are the anticipated material and production costs of the antifuse generation 5. Exemplarily the production cost calculation is shown in Table 19
based on the qualitative cost analysis and further information from internal and external experts.
Table 18: Antifuse generation 5 - cost calculation

Antifuse generation 5
Material costs per part

7.041 - 16.507 Cent (EUR)

Production costs per part

9.030 - 10.753 Cent (EUR)

Total cost rate related to the material costs
Material and production costs

1.65 - 2.28
16.070 - 27.261 Cent (EUR)

The production cost range of the process steps is divided in the machine cost range
and the production labor costs. The production labor costs are calculated with the
wage hour rates and the estimated process times. On the other hand the machine
cost ranges are calculated with the respective machine cost rate ranges and the
estimated process time. The machine cost rate ranges are including the machine
cost ranges and the relevant net present values of the maintenance and energy
costs of the production machines during the operating life.
The machine areas and machine cost ranges of all the processes are equal to the
findings from Table 8 and Table 13. Only the process times are adapted to the related part shape. All the process times are estimated regarding to the component
shape, the related cycle times of the production process and the output quantity of
one process cycle. Equal production processes, their related machine cost ranges,
machine areas and process time parameters, in the cost calculation of the OPD and
the antifuse improve the comparability of the cost calculations.
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Table 19: Production cost calculation - antifuse generation 5
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5. Experimental Results
5.1

Experiment 1: Pressure Effect on Bonding Process

The experiment is done to research the effect of the clamping force on the solder
flow to provide a strong bond between busbars. The ends of two busbars are glued
with a fast curing epoxy resin and the clamp is removed. Subsequently the reactive
foil, which was with a perforated isolation foil between the busbars, was activated by
a small pulse of a thermal source. The resistance of the connected busbars is
measured with a milliohm meter M01 distributed by Sefelec, which is shown in Figure 75. The measuring device is calibrated during a bypass, before the measurement.

Figure 75: Milliohmmetre M01 (Sefelec)

The resistance of the bonded busbars without the clamping force is between 25 and
30 µΩ, whereas with the clamping force the resistance value can get low to 13 µΩ in
an optimal case. Average resistance values are not available. The two busbars were
separated by clamping one busbar into a bench vise and removing the other busbar
with a wrench. Visual differences of separated busbars after the bonding process
with and without clamp forces are rarely seen. In both cases the busbars are connected in the perforated areas of the isolation foil.

5.2

Experiment 2: Wire and Solder Pin Ignition Tests

The reactive foil is triggered through an ignition pin with a current pulse of 10 ms
using different currents generated by a voltage source to ignite the reactive foil. The
goal is to research ignition currents with a current pulse of 10 ms for different ignition
solutions.
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In Figure 84 the measurement setup of the ignition test is demonstrated. The resistor is used as a current limitation and the metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect
transistor (MOSFET) as a circuit, which can be controlled. The MOSFET is activated
by a pulse to close the power circuit in Figure 84.
In the first step everything except the antifuse cable is according to Figure 84 connected. The second step is to activate the trigger at the oscilloscope and to plug the
antifuse trigger cable to voltage source. After plugging in the antifuse cable to the
voltage source (Figure 77), the voltage source is switched on to be activated for
trigger current. In the last step the MOSFET (Figure 80), can be triggered by the
pulse generator (Figure 79), to close the power circuit and to test the trigger reaction
of the reactive foil for the specific ignition pin contact area and current strength.

Oscilloscope
Currentclamp

ITRIG

Voltage
Source

IIGN

Rv

Ignition of Antifuse

MOSFET

Pulse
Generator

Ignition Pin

Reactive Foil

Figure 76: Equivalent circuit - ignition tests. The brown path shows the power circuit.

Figure 77: Voltage source maas SPS9600
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Figure 78: Waveform generator - KEYSIGHT 33500B Series

Figure 79: Oscilloscope TDS 3034B

Figure 80: Trigger box (MOSFET and resistor)

The reactive foil is held on by a cable lug. The cable lug with the reactive foil underneath is screwed onto a wooden board, shown in Figure 82. The ignition pin, held by
a clamp (Figure 81), is placed on the reactive foil. A perpendicular impingement of
the ignition pin cannot be guaranteed with this measurement setup and is a possible
source of measurement errors.
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Figure 81: Ignited reactive foil held on by cable lugs and ignition pin held by clamp

Figure 82: Ignited reactive foil held on by cable lugs

A 0.4 mm tin-plated wire (Figure 83) and tin-plated solder pin (Figure 84), which is
approximately 0.5 mm thick, were tested to ignite the reactive foil with the given
measurement setup (Figure 84). The ignition test results are not displayed in this
master thesis.

Figure 83: 0.4 mm tin-plated wire soldered on a FR4-board entirely covered with copper

Figure 84: Rectangular tin-plated solder pin (diameter ~ 0,5 mm)
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If a perpendicular contact of the ignition pin to the reactive foil is assumed, the energy densities are calculated in Eq. 25 and Eq. 26 with the contact areas and the current densities for the lowest trip currents. The measured current densities are lower
than the minimal current density from the NanoFoil User Guide, which is suggesting
a density between 3.537 * 103 - 6.791 * 105 A/mm². There are two possible explanations for these values: The impingement of the ignition pin cannot be assumed as
perpendicular or the current densities from the NanoFoil User Guide do not display
the lowest ignition current density.
𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 − 400 µ𝑚 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟
→ 𝐴1 = 1.26 ∗ 10−1 𝑚𝑚2

𝐽1 =

(Eq. 25)

30,67 𝐴
𝐴
= 2.434 ∗ 102
𝐴1
𝑚𝑚2

𝑝𝑖𝑛 − 500 µ𝑚 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟
→ 𝐴2 = 7.91 ∗ 10−1 𝑚𝑚2

𝐽2 =

(Eq. 26)

35,33 𝐴
𝐴
= 4.466 ∗ 101
𝐴2
𝑚𝑚2
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5.3

Experiment 3: Micro Via Ignition Tests

Based on the findings from experiment 2 boards with micro vias (Figure 86 and Figure 87) are tested with the same measurement setup used in experiment 2 to ignite
the reactive foil. The boards are lied flat on the reactive foil. In Figure 85 the different
shaped boards with a via drill of 0.2 mm and via diameters of 0.45 mm and 0.4 mm
are shown.

Figure 85: Boards draft

Figure 86: FR4-board with micro via - bottom view

Figure 87: FR4-board with micro via - top view

The ignition test results are not displayed in this master thesis. The energy densities
are calculated in Eq. 27 and Eq. 28 with the contact areas and the current densities
for the lowest trip currents.
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𝑣𝑖𝑎 − 𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑙𝑙 0.2 𝑚𝑚; 𝑑𝑖𝑎 0.45 𝑚𝑚
→ 𝐴1 = 4.06 ∗ 10−2 𝑚𝑚2
𝐽1 =

(Eq. 27)

36.67 𝐴
𝐴
= 9.03 ∗ 102
𝐴1
𝑚𝑚2

𝑣𝑖𝑎 − 𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑙𝑙 0.2 𝑚𝑚; 𝑑𝑖𝑎 0.40 𝑚𝑚
→ 𝐴2 = 3.00 ∗ 10−2 𝑚𝑚2

𝐽2 =

(Eq. 28)

36.67 𝐴
𝐴
= 12.22 ∗ 102
𝐴2
𝑚𝑚2

In Figure 88 an ignited reactive foil and the micro via board is shown. The measured
current densities are lower than the minimal current density from the NanoFoil User
Guide, which is suggesting a density between 3.537 * 103 - 6.791 * 105 A/mm².

Figure 88: Ignited reactive foil and the micro via board
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6. Conclusion
In chapter 6.1 a summary of this master thesis is given and the main findings from
the cost calculations and the redesign are described.The limitations of this thesis are
displayed in chapter 6.2. Also a further outlook on new research topics related with
the antifuse is given.

6.1

Summary

In this master thesis a cost efficient, mechanical and electrical optimized redesign of
a battery cell integrated antifuse device is developed. This device is providing a controlled irreversible bypassing function for the current of faulty series connected battery cells. Furthermore the battery cell voltage can be measured and the passive
charge balancing process can be performed with this device. The state-of-the-art
overcharge protection device (OPD) solution is only providing an irreversible bypassfunction for the current of faulty series connected battery cells, which can not
be triggered directly by the BMS.
By evaluating the cost of the OPD solution and the battery cell integrated antifuse
generation 4 concept the major cost drivers are identified. The cost evaluation includes material and production costs. Based on these findings a cost optimization
strategy was developed and implemented for the design of the antifuse generation 5. Especially the ignition solution, the function exerting pressure and the part
fixation were redesigned to lower the manufacturing costs. The antifuse generation 5 is mechanically and electrically optimized and manufacturing recommendations were given for series production.

87.6 Cent
69.2 Cent
27.3 Cent
14.3 Cent
7.1 Cent

OPD

16.1 Cent

Generation 5

Generation 4

Figure 89: Cost comparison - minimal and maximal costs
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In Figure 97 are the minimal and maximal material and production cost ranges of the
OPD, the antifuse generation 5 and the antifuse generation 4 displayed. Assuming
maximal costs the antifuse generation 5 costs could be reduced up to 68.8% in
comparison to the maximal costs of the previous antifuse design and up to 76.7%
assuming minimal costs. The antifuse generation 5 is 90.9% more expensive than
the OPD considering maximal costs and 226.8% considering minimal costs. Assuming maximal costs of the OPD and minimal costs of the antifuse generation 5 is the
antifuse generation 5 only 12.6% more expensive than the OPD.
In Figure 90 and Figure 91 the material and production cost ranges of the OPD, the
antifuse generation 5 and antifuse generation 4 are shown. It can be noticed, that
the delta cost range between the OPD and the antifuse generation 5 is 9-13
Cents (EUR).
Delta
53.1 Cent

69.2 Cent
10.8 Cent
58.4 Cent

Delta
Delta
9 Cent
7.1 Cent
5.2 Cent
1.9 Cent

OPD

Production
costs
Material
costs

16.1 Cent
9 Cent
7.1 Cent

Generation 5

Generation 4

Figure 90: Cost comparison - minimal material and production costs
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Delta
60.3 Cent

87.6 Cent
12.9 Cent
74.7 Cent

Delta
Delta
13 Cent
14.3 Cent
6.0 Cent
8.3 Cent

OPD

Production
costs
Material
costs

27.3 Cent
10.8 Cent
16.5 Cent

Generation 5

Generation 4

Figure 91: Cost comparison - maximal material and production costs

Through the redesign of the antifuse the concept is more competitive on the safety
device market by providing the same functions as the previous antifuse with lower
material and production costs. Moreover several functions are improved, e.g. the
connection area of the two busbars is increased by nearly 50% and the ignition solution could offset vibrations, which could occur in automotive, space and aviation
applications. Furthermore exerting pressure on busbars for a good solder process is
guaranteed by calculating the loads, force lines and the setting behavior of the plastic component over a life time of 11.4 years.

6.2

Limitations and Outlook

To improve the reliability and lifetime, the construction with the two slotted holes of
the antifuse generation 4 should be investigated more deeply with a Finite-ElementSimulation. The antifuse generation 5 concept is not using slotted holes to generate
a spring force anymore.
In a magnetron sputtering process with a continuous flow of RMS on substrate carriers between the sputtering chambers, a production cost reduction up to 70% is
possible. In addition, the sputter rate could be improved regarding to Fraunhofer
Institute for Materials Physics and Coating Technology (IWS) experts up to 10% of
the actual ones. Thus a production cost reduction of 27% initiated by sputter rate
improvements is feasible. Material costs are the biggest cost drivers of RMS. Further researches to replace expensive nickel should be done. In future CD and electro chemical deposition one-bath techniques are conceivable to replace magnetron
sputtering process for RMS.
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A redesign of the cell internal fuse, a downsizing of the micro via board of the antifuse generation 5 or a redimensioning of the busbars of the antifuse generation 5 is
mandatory to guarantee that the cell internal fuse is going to be triggered before the
antifuse. The antifuse has to be adapted to the battery cell’s highest current rating,
to ensure a proper fusing of the internal cell fuse.
In the clamping force experiment, which is done to research the effect of the clamping force on the solder flow, the busbars should be glued next time after removing
the clamping force. It is possible, that the glued busbars are still under pressure, if
the clamping force is working on the busbars during the gluing process. A lower
needed pressure during the bonding process would decrease the costs for the antifuse. Furthermore, the resistance value database should be extended to compare
average resistance values of triggered antifuseS with and without clamping forces.
This is a way to evaluate, if the suggested clamping force from the NanoFoil User
Guide is needed or could be reduced [16, p. 3].
It is recommended to continue ignition tests with different contact areas to evaluate
the needed current density to ignite the reactive foil. Further ignition tests with micro
via boards as a trigger should be performed to evaluate the process stability of the
ignition performance.
It can be noted that the functionality of the antifuse generation 5 concept is given
and in comparison with the proposed antifuse concept the material and manufacturing costs in series production are significantly reduced. The antifuse should enter
the production stage with the proposed production methods and redesigned antifuse
model.
To sum up, the antifuse generation 5 concept is a competitive solution that meets
the needs of the safety device market by providing a cost efficient solution for bypassing faulty battery cells by demand. Thus the battery cells of the whole pack in
case of a crash or another emergency situation could be bypassed, but also it could
bypass only one faulty battery cell in a series connection to enable the series connection function. The cost reduction operated on the antifuse in this master thesis
enables now the antifuse to become an enabler for common high current power
electronics demanding high availability and systems requiring a fail-operational
guarantee.
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